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1. Explain whether and why the following sentences “…” are true or false. 

a) assume that, in a multiprocessor architecture, each macromodule of the shared-memory is able to 
serve only one request at the time. “For any access to the shared memory, a PE must execute proper 
mutual exclusion primitives in order to avoid interferences with requests from other PEs”; 

b) a LC process contains the primitive send (ch, A), where A is a M-integer array (A[M]). “In order to 
execute this process on a shared-memory multiprocessor, the firmware architecture must provide an 
interprocessor streamed firmware message with length M + c, where c is a system constant”.  

2. Consider the switch unit of a 2-ary n-fly network with wormhole flow-control.  

a) Describe the switch unit in LC. The LC description must be characterized by the maximum 
parallelism between packets achievable by the corresponding firmware realization, and must 
include the routing function implementation. Consider the unidirectional left-to-right network case. 

b) Explain in words how the switch unit of a) should be modified in order to be used: i) in a binary 
Generalized Fat Tree for a SMP, ii) in a binary Generalized Fat Tree for a NUMA architecture.. 

3. Consider the following two processes P1, P2 containing a critical section: 

Pi	  (i	  =	  1,	  2)::	  while	  (true)	  do	  {	  lock(X);	  B	  =	  F(A,	  B);	  unlock(X);	  <	  calculations	  on	  other	  private	  variables	  >	  }	  

Locking is implemented by the retry technique. The critical section B = F(A, B) consists in the integer 
matrix-vector product of A[M][M] and B[M], with M = 512; the final result is copied into B. 

P1 and P2 have their own private matrix A, while B is shared. B and the lock semaphore X are controlled 
by the same home node. 

The computation P1, P2 is executed on a multiprocessor architecture with the following characteristics: 

i) multiple-CMP SMP architecture with 16 CMPs and 64 shared macromodules, with wormhole-
based binary Generalized Fat Tree external interconnect; 

ii) each CMP has 4 PEs, 4 MINFs, with wormhole-based full crossbar internal interconnect. The 
CPU is D-RISC with service time per instruction equal to 2τ, on-demand inclusive 2-level cache, 
primary data cache with capacity 16K words and 8-word blocks, secondary cache with capacity 
1M words; 

iii) directory-based, invalidation-based cache coherence support with basic invalidation semantics. 

P1, P2 are mapped onto two PEs of distinct CMPs chosen randomly.  

a) compile Pi (i = 1, 2), and explain its behavior in terms of processor synchronization, cache 
management of all used data structures, and cache coherence operations on B and X referring to 
the following temporal pattern (assumed as the most likely): 

.	  .	  . lock unlock .	  .	  .

.	  .	  . lock unlock .	  .	  .
CS

CS  
b) in the case of figure, evaluate separately the lock base latency, unlock base latency and critical 

section base latency for the process executed on the home node. 

Comment: P1, P2 are not operating on streams. No evaluation of under-load latency, nor of related 
parameters, is required. 
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Solution	  
For each question, references are reported to specific Homework on the same or similar topics, and to the 
basic concepts and techniques to be applied. 

 

1) Ref: Homework 2, n. 2, points d) and i) – general concepts on level structuring and multiprocessor 
architecture. 

a) False. The processor-memory interaction for memory access is an operation implemented entirely at the 
firmware level. If more requests for the same memory module are simultaneously present in the same 
memory clock cycle, the microprogram of the memory unit, or of an associated interface unit, is responsible 
for nondeterministically selecting and serving one of them, as well as for taking into account of possible 
pending requests. Notice that this applies to any access. Even if a request belongs to an indivisible sequence 
of memory accesses, the request contains just an annotation in the memory operation (indiv) and, again, the 
mutual exclusion mechanism is entirely under the memory unit control. 

b) False. In a multiprocessor, the interprocess run-time support to message-passing primitives is 
implemented by exploiting the shared memory features. In particular, channel descriptors and/or target 
variables are shared objects in the executable version of the partner processes, thus they are physically 
allocated in the shared memory (main memory and caches). The manipulation of such objects is done by 
memory read/write firmware-controlled operations (interpreters of Load/Store instructions). Consequently, 
the stream firmware messages are (short and constant-length) messages of the type memory block 
reading/writing (and possibly write-through) request and reply, as well as for cache coherence support. In the 
send run-time support code, no opportunity exists for generating a firmware message containing the entire 
interprocess message, either of interprocessor or of memory/cache interaction types. Some interprocessor 
firmware messages can exist for processor synchronization or process low-level scheduling purposes, not for 
transmitting the interprocess message. 

 

2) Ref: Homework 3, n. 1, points b) and c), and n. 3 – computation structuring as collection of 
communicating modules, message-passing programming, firmware vs process level nondeterminism and 
parallelism exploitation¸ networks and routing knowledge, firmware messages in SMP and NUMA 
multiprocessor architectures. 

a) The firmware realization of the unidirectional switch unit, even a single processing unit, is able to serve in 
parallel at most 2 packets received from distinct input interfaces, either if their headers are received 
simultaneously (in the same clock cycle), or if a header is received from an interface during the forwarding 
of a packet from the other interface. The maximum parallelism (2) is achieved if packets, received on the two 
interfaces, are forwarded to distinct output links, i.e. the one to the straight link and the other to the oblique 
link, according to the routing algorithm. If the two packets are in conflict for the same output link, the header 
of one of them waits. 

Except the routing algorithm, the solution is the same for any other switch, notably the elementary crossbar. 

The LC description must be able to express the same parallelism semantics, thus to achieve the same relative 
bandwidth (flits per service time). The module graph structure of the switch is the following: 

straight[0]
input_link[0] ROUTING[0] ARBITER[0] output_link[0]

(straight)

input_link[1] ROUTING[1] ARBITER[1] output_link[1]
oblique[1] (oblique)

straight[1]

oblique[0]

 
Notice that a similar implementation can be applied at the firmware level too, in order to reduce the design 
and physical structure complexity, achieving the same bandwidth of a single-unit realization, though at the 
expense of a slightly greater latency. 
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The graph is described by the following LC program: 

 

parallel ROUTING[2], ARBITER[2]; channel input_link[2], straight[2], oblique[2], output_link[2];  

  

// in the following, communication channels have asynchrony degree equal to one, assuming that firmware 
communications use single buffering; assuming double buffering, the asynchrony degree would be equal to two // 

// in the following, butterfly_level and flit are defined types // 

 

ROUTING[i]:: buttefly_level j; flit header, value; channel in input_link[i] (1); channel out var route;  

while (true) do 

{ receive (input_link[i], header); 

   route = if (routing_function (j, header.source, header.destination) = true) then straight[i] else oblique[i];  

   send (route, header); 

   for (h = 0; h < header.length; h++) 

{ receive (input_link[i], value); send (route, value) } 

} 

 

For a switch at butterfly level (column) j, the routing function compares the j-th bit of source and 
destination binary identifiers (straight link, if equal). Its implementation at the firmware level is 
straightforward and very efficient (the function is easily applied in the same clock cycle of header 
reception and forward). If bit manipulation is not primitive, we need to work on integers through 
field extraction and alignment operations: 

if ((header.source/(2∧(j+1)))%2 = (header.destination/(2∧(j+1)))%2)  

 

ARBITER[i]:: flit header, value; channel in var from_routing[2] (1); channel out output_link[i]; 

{ (from_routing[0], from_routing[1]) = if (i = 0) then (straight[0], straight[1]) else (oblique[0], oblique[1]); 

   while (true) do 

alternative for k = 0 … 1: 

 receive (from_routing[k], header) do  

 {  send (output_link[i], header); 

   for (h = 0; h < header.length; h++) 

{ receive (from_routing[k], value); send (output_link[i], value) } 

} 

} 

 

b) A Generalized Fate Tree is built using the butterfly topology for realizing high-bandwidth and low-
complexity switch units. The basic routing algorithm to visit the tree is based on the common ancestor 
determination. The tree routing algorithm must replace, or must be added to, the butterfly routing algorithm. 

i) In a SMP architecture, the switch unit must be able to work with the butterfly routing function, as in a), 
and with the tree routing function. For each packet, the switch unit must be able to distinguish the butterfly 
or the tree mode according to the firmware message type contained in the header: main memory accesses use 
the butterfy mode, while interprocessor and cache-coherence messages use the tree mode.  

ii) In a NUMA architecture, only the tree routing mode is used for any firmware message. 
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3) Ref: Homework 5, n. 2, and related exercise proposed during the lectures. Also: Homework 3 n. 3, 
Homework 4, and similar exercises on latency evaluation of stream pipelined structures – concepts and 
techniques of processor synchronization, cache management and cache coherence, evaluation of codes and 
structures. 

a) Pi (i = 1, 2) is compiled as follows: 

 
LOCK:  LOAD   RX, 0, Rsem, set_indiv 

   IF = 0   Rsem, LOCK 

   STORE   RX, 0, 0, reset_indiv 

 

// critical section // 

// a temporary array C[M] is used for the matrix-vector product result, before the B updating phase // 

CS:  CLEAR   Ri 

 LOOP_i: CLEAR   Rc 

   CLEAR   Rj 

 LOOP_j: LOAD  RA, Rj, Ra, don’t_deallocate   //RA contains the initial logical address of the i-th row of matrix A. 

LOAD  RB, Rj, Rb, don’t_deallocate 

   MUL   Ra, Rb, Ra 

   ADD   Rc, Ra, Rc 

   INCR   Rj 

   IF <   Rj, RM, LOOP_j 

   STORE   RC, Ri, Rc, don’t_deallocate 

ADD   RA, RM, RA     

   INCR   Ri 

   IF <   Ri, RM, LOOP_i 

 // C is copied into B // 

   CLEAR   Ri 

 UPDATE_B: LOAD   RC, Ri, Rc 

   STORE   RB, Ri, Rc 

   INCR   Ri 

   IF <   Ri, RM, UPDATE_B 

 

UNLOCK: STORE   RX, 0, 1 

    

< other private calculations > 

   GOTO   LOCK 

 

The analysis of the parallel program behavior is done for the NUMA-equivalent architecture, where servers 
are secondary cache units delegated to the partitioned control of cache coherence. The SMP characterization 
refers to the main memory organization and has scarce impact on this analysis: it is a Home node task to 
asynchronously update the main memory blocks of the associated shared and private variables. 
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For the given temporal pattern, the processor synchronization and cache management/coherence actions are 
characterized as follows: 

Lock:  Load X causes cache fault, thus the block containing X is read from the partner cache (C2C block 
reading). X is ‘green’ and is modified to ‘red’ by Store X in local cache: if the PE is Home node then 
the X block is invalidated in the partner cache, while if it is Non-home node a Store notification to 
Home node is performed. 

Critical section:  

• A is characterized by locality and reuse, which can be exploited in secondary cache C2, but not in 
C1. Thus the M2/σ1 C1 faults, generated by Load A[i], cause M2/σ1  C1-block transfers from C2 into 
C1;  

• M/σ1 C1 faults are generated by Load B[i] during the first iteration of the outermost loop: the M/σ1 B 
blocks are read via C2C into C2 and C1, where they remain for the duration of CS since B is 
characterized by reuse, which can actually be exploited in C1 too; 

• the temporary array C is characterized by locality only for the matrix-vector product, but could be 
reused for the B updating phase (if this reuse is not applied, M/σ1 C2-C1 block transfers occur during 
the B updating phase). The B modification occurs in local cache, thus M/σ1 invalidations or Store 
notifications are performed by Home or Non-home node respectively. 

Unlock: X is still in cache (semaphore reuse), thus Store modifies X in local cache, without invalidation 
(Home) or with Store notification (Non-home). 

 

b) For the assumed temporal pattern and for the Home node, the synchronization latencies are: 

𝐿!"#$ =   𝐿!!! 𝜎! +   𝐿!"# + 3  𝑇!"#$% 

𝐿!"#$%& =   𝑇!"#$% = 2𝜏 

For the critical section, as usually the evaluation is based on the innermost loop. The calculation time and the 
A fault management have latency O(M2), while the fault transfers for B (and C) and the B invalidations have 
latency O(M), thus: 

𝐿!"    ~  6    𝑀!  𝑇!"#$% +   
𝑀!

𝜎!
𝐿!!!!! 𝜎! = 12    𝑀!𝜏 +

𝑀!

𝜎!
𝜎! + 2 𝜏 = 13.25  𝑀!𝜏 

It remains to complete the lock latency evaluation for the given architecture. 

C2C block reading latency: 

• the streamed message length for request is sreq = 3, for reply sreply = 1 + σ1 = 9; 
• path: C1, C2, W, internal net, MINF, WW, external net, WW, MINF, W, C2, and the opposite 

direction for reply. Because, P1 and P2 are allocated randomly on distinct CMP, the external network 
has average distance ∼ 2n = 12 (64-PE fat tree). Thus, the total distance is d = 22 for request and for 
reply;  

• using double-buffering firmware communications, with Thop = 2τ (the maximum along the pipelined 
path): 

𝐿!!! 𝜎! =   𝐿!"# +   𝐿!"#$% 𝜎! =    𝑠!"# +   𝑠!"#$% + 2𝑑 − 4   𝑇!!" =   104  𝜏 

Invalidation latency: 

• the streamed message length for request is sreq = 3, for reply (pure synchronization) sreply = 1;  
• the same path as before, with d = 22; thus: 

𝐿!"# = 88  𝜏 
In conclusion: 

𝐿!"#$   ~  200  𝜏   

Clearly, for this coarse-grain computation, the whole latency of a lock-CS-unlock iteration is dominated by 
CS. 


